
Cozy Reads at the Nichols Library 

Here’s a selection of light and cozy reads to get you through the end of winter.  There’s some    

comedy, some romance, some suspense.   Some romantic  suspense.   Add to that tough and funny 

homage to motherhood, a peek into the world of minor league baseball, and a military adventure.   

The chase by Janet Evanovich (book and CD).  Nick Fox, the international thief and con man 

turned FBI informant and agent Kate O’Hara, his hard-nosed handler, are back for another tale of 

romantic suspense.  This time out, Kate and Nick are called on to recover a rare Chinese artifact that has 

been stolen from the Smithsonian. The crime would torpedo U.S. relations with China if it becomes 

public, so Nick and Kate must work under the radar and against the clock to steal the piece back. The 

Sacramento Bee found The Chase to be “great fun, with plenty of twists and action.”  

Uganda be kidding me by Chelsea Handler takes you on the road with the  bristling wit who gave 

us Are You There Vodka? and Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang.  Her shtick remains intact: an unapologetic 

stream of calculated outrageousness as she deals with airport security, traveling companions, safari 

guides and resort staffers.  Characters emerge vividly drawn and Handler’s ear for telling dialogue is 

well-honed.    Her “riffs on getting back to nature, hedonism, margaritas, airplane seatmates, and being 

rejected by a  safari guide would make Fodor's blush (Barnes and Noble).”  

In The bootlegger  by Clive Cussler,  the Prohibition era provides the backdrop for this Isaac Bell 

adventure.  Bolshevik agents are using a powerful, well-armed speedboat named Black Bird to wreak 

havoc on rumrunners and the U.S. Coast Guard alike.  When his boss gets shot up in a running with the 

Russians, Isaac Bell takes control of the investigation.  The verdict?  ‘Great fun from one of the better 

Cussler series (Kirkus Review).   

In Glitter and glue, author  Kelly Corrigan, fresh from college and out of money  while traveling 

abroad, takes a temporary position as a nanny.  The children she is caring for have just lost their mother 

and Corrigan is quickly drawn into the struggle of a family trying to carry on in the absence of its most 

“irreplaceable” member.   Through her own experience of caring for children, she begins, for the first 

time, to appreciate the complex woman who raised her. This is a“funny, sparkling memoir (More).” 

North to Alaska by Debbie  Macomber covers familiar territory: a single women seeks a fresh 

start, moves to a new locale (Alaska), and meets a single gentleman (bush pilot!). It’s a well-worn plot 

device, sure, but its still good for two hankies by the end.  

Words of radiance by Brandon Sanderson is the sequel to 2010’s Way of Kings.   Six years ago, 

the Assassin in White assassinated the Alethi king on the very night a treaty between men and Parshendi   

was being celebrated, leading to a drawn out war.   Now the Assassin is active again. Among his prime 

targets is Highprince Dalinar, widely considered the power behind the Alethi throne. Sya Patrick 

Rothfuss,  “I loved this book. What else is there to say?”   Also for sci-fi fans: Control,  a dystopian tale by 

Lydia Kang, which offers "surprising twists, tender romance, and a fierce, smart protagonist. ”   



Lastly, here are two gripping non-fiction  reads.   Where nobody knows your name  by John 

Feinstein looks at life in baseball’s minor leagues, where  everyone  is “on the way up, on the way down, 

or just fighting to be noticed.”  Meanwhile, Code name: Johnny Walker tells the extraordinary story of 

the Iraqi who risked everything to fight with the U.S. Navy SEALs.    

 


